Rev-erb␤ is a heme-responsive transcription factor that regulates genes involved in circadian rhythm maintenance and metabolism, effectively bridging these critical cellular processes. Heme binding to Rev-erb␤ indirectly facilitates its interaction with the nuclear receptor co-repressor (NCoR1), resulting in repression of Rev-erb␤ target genes. Fe 3؉ -heme binds in a 6-coordinate complex with axial His and Cys ligands, the latter provided by a heme-regulatory motif (HRM These results demonstrate the importance of the Rev-erb␤ HRM in regulating interactions with heme and NCoR1 and advance our understanding of how signaling through HRMs affects the major cellular processes of circadian rhythm maintenance and metabolism.
Rev-erb␤ is a heme-responsive transcription factor that regulates genes involved in circadian rhythm maintenance and metabolism, effectively bridging these critical cellular processes. Heme binding to Rev-erb␤ indirectly facilitates its interaction with the nuclear receptor co-repressor (NCoR1), resulting in repression of Rev-erb␤ target genes. Fe 3؉ -heme binds in a 6-coordinate complex with axial His and Cys ligands, the latter provided by a heme-regulatory motif (HRM). Rev-erb␤ was thought to be a heme sensor based on a weak K d value for the Rev-erb␤⅐heme complex of 2 M determined with isothermal titration calorimetry. However, our group demonstrated with UV-visible difference titrations that the K d value is in the low nanomolar range, and the Fe 3؉ -heme off-rate is on the order of 10 ؊6 s ؊1 making Rev-erb␤ ineffective as a sensor of Fe 3؉ -heme. In this study, we dissected the kinetics of heme binding to Reverb␤ and provided a K d for Fe 3؉ -heme of ϳ0.1 nM. Loss of the HRM axial thiolate via redox processes, including oxidation to a disulfide with a neighboring cysteine or dissociation upon reduction of Fe 3؉ -to Fe 2؉ -heme, decreased binding affinity by >20-fold. Furthermore, as measured in a co-immunoprecipitation assay, substitution of the His or Cys heme ligands in Reverb␤ was accompanied by a significant loss of NCoR1 binding. These results demonstrate the importance of the Rev-erb␤ HRM in regulating interactions with heme and NCoR1 and advance our understanding of how signaling through HRMs affects the major cellular processes of circadian rhythm maintenance and metabolism.
Heme (Fe-protoporphyrin IX) is a versatile protein cofactor that can adopt a wide range of redox potentials and reactivities depending on its environment (1) . As a result, heme plays a critical role in many cellular processes, including electron transport during oxidative phosphorylation, binding oxygen in hemoglobin and myoglobin, and generating high valence and reactive iron-oxo species in enzymes such as cytochrome P450s
(2). In contrast to its archetypal role as a cofactor, recent studies have implicated heme as an important signaling molecule regulating diverse pathways ranging from heme biosynthesis to circadian rhythm maintenance (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
A small fraction of total cellular heme (ϳ6%) comprises a regulatory heme pool that changes in concentration based on the metabolic condition of the cell (9, 10) . Proteins that respond to and reversibly bind regulatory heme contain a conserved sequence consisting of a Cys-Pro dipeptide followed by a hydrophobic residue known as the heme-regulatory motif (HRM), 2 where the Cys residue is a ligand to Fe 3ϩ -heme (11) . HRM-containing proteins regulate key metabolic pathways; for example, the rate-limiting enzyme in heme biosynthesis, aminolevulinic acid synthase-1, contains three HRMs that mediate its mitochondrial import, maturation, and facilitate its degradation (4, 12) . BACH1, a mammalian transcription factor and repressor of heme-oxygenase 1 and ␣/␤ globin genes, harbors six HRMs, several of which bind heme and inhibit DNA binding and target the protein for degradation (13, 14) . Other HRMcontaining proteins, including p53 (a tumor suppressor protein), iron response regulator, and iron regulatory protein 2 (regulators of heme and iron homeostasis, respectively), are degraded in response to heme binding suggesting that modulation of protein stability is a major role of the HRM (15) (16) (17) . Ultimately, interplay between regulatory heme and HRMs represents an important signal transduction circuit that regulates energy and iron metabolism.
Another cellular process inextricably linked to heme and metabolism is circadian rhythm maintenance (18 -22) . In higher eukaryotes, cells are entrained to a diurnal cycle by factors, including light and feeding. At the molecular level, these signals are integrated into a set of core clock proteins that form a transcription-translation feedback loop (23) . Two of these proteins, Bmal1 and CLOCK (or NPAS2), form a heterodimeric complex that activates transcription of clock-controlled genes. Although NPAS2 does not harbor an HRM, it binds heme and CO, which regulate its DNA-binding activity (24) ; NPAS2 is also a redox sensor that integrates energy metabolism into the circadian cycle by sensing changes in the NAD ϩ /NADH couple (25) . Genes activated by Bmal1⅐CLOCK include per1, per2, and per3 (encoding Period 1, 2, and 3), and cry1 and cry2 (encoding Cryptochromes 1 and 2), Rev-erb␣, and Rev-erb␤. Although Period and Cryptochrome proteins heterodimerize and feedback to inhibit the activator function of the Bmal1⅐CLOCK complex, Rev-erbs are potent repressors of both Bmal1 and CLOCK genes (23, 26) .
Rev-erbs belong to the nuclear receptor superfamily, a group of ligand-responsive transcription factors that include receptors of steroid hormones like estrogen and testosterone. Nuclear receptors have a conserved modular structure consisting of a DNA-binding domain harboring two 4-Cys zinc fingers, a flexible hinge region, and an adjoining globular ligand-binding domain (LBD). In addition to their role as circadian factors, Rev-erbs repress the transcription of genes involved in gluconeogenesis, lipid metabolism, and inflammatory pathways, entraining these processes to the molecular clock (5, (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Rev-erbs do so by interacting with the nuclear receptor co-repressor (NCoR1), which recruits histone deacetylase complexes to the promoters of target genes. Our group and others have shown that Rev-erbs bind heme, which indirectly facilitates the interaction with NCoR1 and has a modest effect on promoting degradation (5, 34, 35) . Rev-erbs bind Fe 3ϩ -heme in a 6-coordinate complex with conserved His and Cys residues, the latter provided by an HRM (36) . Previously, our group reported that under oxidizing conditions, the Rev-erb␤ HRM axial thiolate, Cys-384, forms a disulfide with neighboring Cys-374 lowering heme affinity from 23 to 117 nM (37) . Moreover, reduction of Fe 3ϩ -heme to Fe 2ϩ -heme is accompanied by dissociation of the HRM axial thiolate to a mixed 5/6 coordinate system (38) ; however, based on equilibrium titrations, this iron redox change appears to have little effect on heme affinity (37) . These results suggested that the various activities of Rev-erbs, e.g. heme-binding, repression, and degradation, may be modulated by thiol-disulfide conversion or heme redox state.
In this paper, we further investigate the role of the HRM thiolate in regulating Rev-erb␤ activity. Utilizing stopped-flow UV-visible spectrophotometry and myoglobin competition assays, we dissected the kinetics of Fe 3ϩ -and Fe 2ϩ -heme binding to Rev-erb␤. These studies were performed in a unique buffer system containing caffeine, which we and others have found to stabilize monomeric heme and allow for the determination of second-order on-rates for heme binding (39 -41) . Kinetic analyses provide K d values for Fe 3ϩ -heme in the picomolar range, far lower than those previously reported using equilibrium-based methods. Significantly, loss of the HRM heme axial thiolate by disulfide bond formation or by reduction of Fe 3ϩ -to Fe 2ϩ -heme has a major effect on lowering heme affinity (by at least 20-fold but by as much as 4 orders of magnitude). Furthermore, substitution of the cysteine thiolate in the HRM with an alanine significantly diminishes NCoR1 binding in a co-immunoprecipitation assay, suggesting the Rev-erb␤ HRM is critical for stabilizing the co-repressor complex. These results implicate redox processes, including thiol-disulfide conversion and heme oxidation state, as regulatory mechanisms controlling Rev-erb heme occupancy, repressor activity, and ultimately circadian rhythm and metabolism. (Table 1) , respectively, suggesting the axial thiolate has a minor impact on heme affinity (37) . However, recent studies from our laboratory have shown that equilibrium-based methods for determining heme affinities are inaccurate. Standard assays for measuring heme K d values, such as UV-visible spectrophotometric titrations, use micromolar concentrations of heme and protein. Because heme K d values are generally low nanomolar and below, during the titration the majority of heme is protein-bound; therefore, the concentration of free heme cannot be assumed to be equal to that of total heme. The expansion of the simple hyperbolic binding curve to include the concentration of free ligand leads to a quadratic form that has been used to fit tight-binding stoichiometric data like those acquired with heme titrations (originally described by Morrison (42) ). In our experience, the quadratic fit is also limited in that its accuracy depends on the sharpness of the curve around the point of saturation. When K d is in the single digit nanomolar range and below, the standard error of the quadratic fit is too high to yield an accurate estimation; therefore, the quadratic equation yields only the upper limit of the K d value (35, 43) . Instead, analysis of heme-binding kinetics provides the most accurate estimation of affinity. Thus, assessing the effect of redox changes on the affinity of Rev-erb␤ for heme required the development of a kinetic system to establish accurate K d values. As described below, by measuring the dissociation (k off ) and association (k on ) rate constants for interactions of Rev-erb␤ with Fe 3ϩ -heme, we obtained K d (k off /k on ) values that are significantly lower than reported previously.
Results

Previous equilibrium titrations yielded
To perform these kinetic analyses, we overcame two major problems. First, the low yields obtained during purification of full-length Rev-erb␤ (FLRev-erb␤) prevented a thorough stopped-flow study to determine the heme k on value. Thus, we generated and purified a truncated construct (the LBD) consisting of an N-terminal MBP solubility tag fused to Rev-erb␤ residues 370 -579. The LBD exhibits heme K d values similar to those of FLRev-erb␤ (35, 37) and allows vastly (Ͼ30-fold) improved protein yields. The fusion protein was proteolytically digested, and the LBD was isolated for transient kinetic experiments.
The second major barrier to overcome in these kinetic studies related to the propensity of heme to formstacked dimers in aqueous solution (44, 45) . To ensure that our experiments were performed with monomeric heme solutions, we used methylxanthine (caffeine), which prevents heme dimerization (41, 46) .
Caffeine as a reagent to prepare monomeric heme solutions for kinetic analyses
Rapid mixing of Fe 3ϩ -heme with varying concentrations of thiol-reduced LBD (thiol-RED; 370 -579 contains two Cys residues, Cys-384 and Cys-374, that exist in the dithiol state, see a Heme oxidation state and the presence or absence of caffeine is indicated in parentheses. b On-rates in parentheses are calculated from k obs2 (see Fig. 3 ). c All off-rate data in this study and in Ref. 35 fit best to a double exponential equation yielding two rate constants for the fast and slow phases; K d is calculated for each offrate. Off-rates represent the average Ϯ SD for 3-4 replicate experiments except for those rates reported for FLRev-erb␤ C384A, which are the average Ϯ range of duplicate experiments. d Thiol-RED refers to the form of the LBD in which Cys-374 and Cys-384 are in the reduced state. e Thiol-OX refers to the form of the LBD in which Cys-374 and Cys-384 exist in a disulfide bond.
under "Experimental procedures" for details) in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer produced spectral changes consistent with heme binding to Rev-erb␤, namely formation of the Soret band centered at 423 nm (Fig. 1A) . The 423-nm kinetic traces fit best to a quadruple exponential equation, but none of the observed rate constants were dependent on [LBD] (Fig. 1, A, inset, and B) suggesting that a rate-limiting first-order process precedes axial ligation of heme, undoubtedly the dissociation of the heme dimer or higher oligomers. Similar observations have been made with hemoglobin binding free heme in aqueous solution, which is also thought to be due to heme oligomer dissociation (47) .
A common method to circumvent heme dimer formation is to perform rapid binding analyses with reduced and COtreated heme, CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme. However, our studies require the use of Fe 3ϩ -heme because Cys-384 is dissociated in the CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐LBD complex. High concentrations of caffeine in aqueous solution have been found to dissociate Fe 3ϩ -and Fe 2ϩ -heme dimers, likely by disrupting -interactions (41). Titrating caffeine (Ͼ1 mM) into a solution of Fe 3ϩ -heme in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer led to spectral changes consistent with those previously observed and ascribed to formation of the monomeric Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐caffeine complex ( Fig. 2A ) (41) . Low concentrations of caffeine (Ͻ0.7 mM) led to a uniform decrease in the absorbance of the free Fe 3ϩ -heme spectrum, but it did not yield the characteristic Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐caffeine band at 404 nm suggesting low caffeine concentrations may disrupt higher order heme oligomers, whereas high caffeine levels split the heme dimer into monomers (supplemental Fig. S1 ). Plotting the difference absorbance at 406 nm versus [caffeine] and fitting with a hyperbolic expression yielded a K d for Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐caffeine of 2.9 Ϯ 0.2 mM (Fig. 2B) . Similarly, increasing caffeine concentrations led to spectral changes consistent with formation of the monomeric Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐caffeine complex (Fig. 2C) ; however, the K d of 0.29 Ϯ 0.04 mM is 10-fold lower than for Fe 3ϩ -heme (Fig. 2D) . The y-intercept of the regression is negative; thus, we cannot estimate k off based on this plot; however, using the K d of 0.29 mM from the equilibrium titration in Fig. 2D , the k off is calculated to be 0.016 s Ϫ1 . Rapid mixing of 2.5 M Fe 3ϩ -heme with 25 M thiol-RED LBD showed that k obs1 for the initial heme-binding event is dependent on the concentration of caffeine (Fig. 2G) . A similar observation was made with Fe 2ϩ -heme, although both kinetic phases (k obs1 and k obs2 ) were dependent on [caffeine]. Counterintuitively, k obs1 for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding decreases with caffeine concentrations above 2 mM, whereas those for Fe 2ϩ -heme decrease above 5 mM. Thus, it appears as though monomeric heme binds the LBD slower than oligomers, or high concentrations of caffeine compete with the LBD for heme. A similar trend was observed with heme binding to hemopexin in varying concentrations of caffeine indicating the effect is due to the heme oligomeric state and not on the hemoprotein (40) . In that study, the authors used 25 mM caffeine to determine the second-order on-rate for heme binding because at that concentration heme is predominantly monomeric and the effect on k obs is nearly saturated. An additional study had successfully utilized 25 mM caffeine to determine the second-order on-rate for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to hemoglobin (39) . Thus, we performed our experiments at 25 mM caffeine to compare our results with the aforementioned studies and to ensure, as indicated in Fig. 2 -heme are Ն90% saturated with caffeine. The presence of 25 mM caffeine also had a negligible effect on the spectrum of the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐thiol-RED LBD complex suggesting that heme-binding properties are unperturbed by high concentrations of caffeine (Fig. 2H) . -heme leading to monomeric aqueous heme solutions. A, UV-visible spectra acquired during titration of 2.5 M Fe 3ϩ -heme with caffeine in 0.5ϫ TNG. Caffeine (1 M in 0.5ϫ TNG; the stock was kept at 90°C during the titration to maintain caffeine solubility) was incrementally titrated into both sample (1 ml 0.5ϫ TNG containing 2.5 M Fe 3ϩ -heme) and reference (1 ml buffer) cuvettes in a double-beam spectrophotometer, and the difference spectrum was recorded. Inset, difference spectra generated by subtracting the spectrum of heme in the absence of caffeine from those acquired during the caffeine titration. B, plot of the difference absorbance at 406 nm as a function of caffeine concentration. The data from two independent titrations are plotted with the average fit with a hyperbolic expression (black trace). Based on the fit, 25 mM caffeine in 0.5ϫ TNG yields ϳ90% monodisperse heme assuming a direct correlation between those absorbance changes observed and monomeric heme levels. C, same as A, except with Fe 2ϩ -heme in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer containing 5 mM dithionite; samples containing heme and various concentrations of caffeine were prepared in an anaerobic chamber, transferred to quartz cuvettes, sealed with rubber septa, and the spectra acquired at the bench. D, plot of the difference absorbance at 416 nm as a function of caffeine concentration. The data represent the average Ϯ S.D. of 3-6 replicates and are fit with a hyperbolic expression (black trace) yielding the depicted K d . E, UV-visible spectra acquired after rapid mixing of 2. (Fig. 3A) . Kinetic traces for the data obtained at both 423 and 404 nm fit best to a quadruple exponential equation (see supplemental Fig. S2 , A-C, H, and I for fits and residuals) indicating the binding pro- cess is complex and proceeds through multiple steps. The observed rate constant for the initial rapid phase (k obs1 ), which makes up Ͼ50% of the total ⌬absorbance (supplemental Table  S1 ), shows hyperbolic dependence on the concentration of LBD (Fig. 3 , B and C, for 423 nm and supplemental Fig. S2 , G and J for 404 nm), behavior consistent with a two-step binding mechanism previously observed in other hemoproteins (43, 48, 49) . The data fit well to a hyperbolic model (Equation 2) in which heme initially binds weakly to hydrophobic patches on the periphery of the protein (k 1 ) with a first-order fast off-rate (k Ϫ1 ); thus k Ϫ1 /k 1 is the K d for this initial weak encounter complex. Next, heme associates with the binding pocket, including the axial ligands, with a first-order rate constant, k coordination ; k coordination /(k Ϫ1 /k 1 ) represents the second-order rate constant (k on ) for heme binding (Fig. 4) . The k on, calculated from 404 and 423 nm data, was 2. ), one concern is that the hyperbolic dependence of k obs is due to the rate-limiting dissociation of Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐caffeine at high concentrations of LBD. To address this issue, we followed binding of Fe 3ϩ -heme (in the presence of caffeine) to apomyoglobin from equine skeletal muscle (apomyoglobin eq ) and heme oxygenase-2 (HO2(1-248); a construct encompassing the catalytic core of HO2). If dissociation of the heme⅐caffeine complex were rate-limiting at high concentrations of protein, one would expect to see identical k coordination values for different hemoproteins. For apomyoglobin eq , we observed two distinct kinetic phases for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding: a rapid process constituting 80% of the total amplitude with k obs1 values following a hyperbolic relationship with respect to [apomyoglobin eq ] and giving a k on ϭ 4.4 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 , followed by a first-order reaction with k obs2 ϳ0.4 s Ϫ1 (Fig. 5 , A-C, Table  1, and supplemental Table S1 ). These results are similar to those reported for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to apohemoglobin in the presence of 25 mM caffeine, which proceeds via an initial rapid binding event with k on ϭ 2.9 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 and a slower first-order process (1 s Ϫ1 ) (39) . The k coordination value (357 s
Ϫ1
) from the fit of k obs1 versus [apoglobin] is 4.4-fold greater than that for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to thiol-RED LBD. For HO2(1-248), Fe 3ϩ -heme binding proceeds through two kinetic phases, a rapid process and a slower step that appears to be tightly coupled to the initial phase as evidenced by a clear isosbestic point in the kinetic plot ( , respectively, which agree well with k on for Fe 3ϩ -heme in the absence of caffeine of 6.4 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 (see Table 1 ) (43) . The k coordination value from the hyperbolic fit in Fig. 5F is 2141 s Ϫ1 (supplemental Table S1 ), 26.4-fold higher than that for thiol-RED LBD; thus, the significant differences in the k coordination values between myoglobin eq , HO2(1-248), and thiol-RED Rev-erb␤ indicate that these rate constants indeed relate to the k on , i.e. binding of Fe 3ϩ -heme to the LBD and not to dissociation of the heme⅐caffeine complex. Based on previous studies, caffeine disrupts -interactions between heme dimers (and higher oligomers) to yield a monomeric 1:1 heme⅐caffeine complex formed largely through hydrophobic interactions (41, 46) . B, scheme depicting the two-step binding mechanism of heme and Rev-erb␤. Initially, the heme⅐caffeine complex binds to the periphery of Rev-erb␤ through hydrophobic interactions with concomitant dissociation of caffeine from heme; the association rate constant, k 1 , is second order, whereas dissociation of the weak complex proceeds via k Ϫ1 , where k Ϫ1 /k 1 is the K d value of the weak complex. Heme then associates with axial ligands via the first-order rate constant, k coordination . The dissociation rate constant for the tight complex, k off , is empirically determined with apomyoglobin competition (see Fig. 6 ).
When k obs values approach and exceed the dissociation rate constant of Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐caffeine (109 s Ϫ1 ), it is likely that the heme⅐caffeine complex initially binds to the protein with concomitant dissociation of caffeine from heme.
To test whether loss of the heme axial thiolate of Rev-erb␤ (provided by Cys-384 from the HRM) affects k on , a C384A variant was constructed. Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to C384A was monitored in single-wavelength mode at 414 nm (Fig. 3G) . At low concentrations of C384A (Ͻ100 M), the kinetic data fit best to a double-exponential equation; however, above 100 M, an additional kinetic phase (correlating to k obs2 ) emerged, necessitating the use of a triple-exponential. To maintain consistency in our analysis, a triple-exponential equation was used to analyze all of the data (see under "Experimental procedures" for more details). As observed with wild-type thiol-RED LBD, the initial rapid binding phase makes up the majority of the total ⌬absorbance (61%), with k obs1 showing hyperbolic dependence on [C384A]. The data fit well to Equation 2, yielding k on ϭ 4.1 ϫ 10 5 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 , which is very similar to that of the wild-type protein and indicates that Cys-384 has a negligible influence on the initial heme binding kinetics. Curiously, k obs2 for the second kinetic phase, which emerges at LBD concentrations of Ͼ100 M also appears to be hyperbolically dependent on the concentration of C384A yielding (according to Equation 2) a similar k on ϭ 3.4 ϫ 10 5 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 . However, we are skeptical that this phase represents a mixed-order process because only those k obs2 values for C384A concentrations below 100 M are concentration-dependent, where we fixed the ⌬absorbance parameter in the fit. What is more likely is that at low concentrations of C384A the first and second kinetic phases have similar rate constants and overlap; only at high [C384A] is the disparity between k obs1 and k obs2 large enough to observe the two phases independently. In any case, we show the data as a mixed-order process in Fig. 3 and provide k on values in Table 1 . k obs3 for the third kinetic phase is not dependent on the concentration of C384A.
In a previous study, we had reported that under oxidizing conditions, HRM Cys-384 forms a disulfide with neighboring Cys-374 (37) . To test whether thiol oxidation affects k on , the LBD construct was treated with diamide and desalted, with oxidation confirmed using a DTNB assay. This form of the protein is hereafter referred to as thiol-OX LBD. Interestingly, the stopped-flow results of Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to thiol-OX LBD were very similar to those with C384A except the data set was less complex, requiring only a double-exponential fit when [LBD] was Ͼ100 M (the same strategy for fitting C384A data was used here) (Fig. 3, D-F) . The k obs1 for the initial binding step is hyperbolically dependent on the concentration of thiol-OX; thus, fitting the data to Equation 2 yielded k on ϭ 4.0 ϫ 10 5 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 , nearly identical to that for C384A and wild type. A second kinetic phase emerged at [thiol-OX] Ͼ100 M as observed with C384A, but it only made up 30% of the total ⌬absorbance.
Reduction of Fe 3ϩ -to Fe 2ϩ -heme causes Cys-384 to dissociate, leading to a mixed 5/6-coordinate complex (38) . Based on stopped-flow studies, formation of the Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐thiol-RED LBD complex leads to an increase in absorbance at 428 nm (Fig.  3J) . Kinetic plots fit best to a double-exponential equation with the first phase contributing 86% to the total ⌬absorbance and ), we conclude that the Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐caffeine complex initially binds to the LBD. Based on several lines of evidence, we also posit that caffeine concomitantly dissociates from heme upon protein binding as follows: 1) we failed to observe a unique spectrum of a ternary complex between heme, caffeine, and protein, which we would assume would be present in all transient kinetics experiments independent of the protein analyzed; 2) caffeine forms relatively weak complexes with heme through hydrophobic interactions with the porphyrin moiety; thus upon binding of heme to hydrophobic patches of the protein, caffeine would be effectively displaced (41, 46) ; and 3) if caffeine dissociation from proteinbound heme were slow, we would expect k coordination values to be similar from protein to protein; however, k coordination for apomyoglobin and HO2(1-248) are at least 4.4-fold greater than for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to thiol-RED LBD.
Transient kinetic experiments with the LBD: Determination of k off for Fe
3؉/2؉ -heme⅐LBD complexes by apomyoglobin competition and calculation of global dissociation constants
Our stopped-flow studies show that Cys-384 of the HRM has a negligible effect on the initial steps of heme binding with thiol-OX, and C384A LBD derivatives having k on values within 2-fold of the wild-type thiol-RED. A similar observation has been made with myoglobin where site-directed variants of heme axial ligands have a negligible impact on k on for CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme binding to sperm whale apomyoglobin (apomyoglobin sw ) (50) . In contrast, our group and others have shown that the first-order heme dissociation rate constant, k off , is the main determinant of overall affinity and is dramatically affected by mutagenesis of heme axial ligands (35, 43, 51, 52) . To establish accurate K d values for the complexes of Fe 2ϩ/3ϩ -heme with LBD derivatives, we utilized apomyoglobin competition assays to measure k off in the same buffer system used to establish k on , i.e. 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine. Traditionally, others have used the H64Y/V68F apomyoglobin sw variant for these studies due to its stability and unique charge transfer band at 600 nm, which allows for easy discrimination between globin and hemoprotein (52) . Under the conditions of our assays, apomyoglobin eq is sufficiently stable; thus, we measured k off with both competitors (apomyoglobin eq and the H64Y/V68F variant of apomyoglobin sw ) except for studies with Fe 2ϩ -heme when only apomyoglobin eq was used due to its high affinity for ferrous heme ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 ).
All off-rate data fit best to a double-exponential equation suggesting either the dissociation mechanism is a multistep pro- Figure 6 . Disparate heme off-rates between wild-type Rev-erb␤ and heme axial ligand variants. First-order Fe 3ϩ/2ϩ -heme off-rates were measured using apomyoglobin as a heme competitor (see "Experimental procedures" for details). A, UV-visible spectra acquired during a typical off-rate assay. A spectrum of the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐thiol-RED LBD complex (1.5 M heme, 3 M protein) in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer with 25 mM caffeine is acquired prior to the addition of competitor (dark red trace). A 10-fold excess of H64Y/V68F apomyoglobin sw is added, and the absorbance at 411 and 600 nm is recorded over time representing the formation of the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐H64Y/V68F complex. ϳ46 h after the addition of apomyoglobin, heme is completely competed away from thiol-RED LBD and the spectrum acquired (orange trace) revealing the distinct charge transfer band at 600 nm characteristic of the H64Y variant. B, Fe 2ϩ -heme off-rate determined with stopped-flow kinetics. Spectra were acquired in PDA mode after mixing Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐thiol-RED LBD complex (1.5 M heme, 3 M protein) with 30 M apomyoglobin eq ; the increase at 434 nm indicates formation of the Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐myoglobin eq complex. Inset, plot of the normalized A 434 data (average of four acquisitions; black circles) and the double-exponential fit (red trace). C, Fe 3ϩ -heme off-rates measured with apomyoglobin eq in 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine (unless otherwise stated). A 10-fold excess of apomyoglobin eq was added to the pre-formed complex of 1.5 M Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐3 M Rev-erb␤ derivative, and the A 408 was monitored over time. Kinetic data and fits are normalized for comparison as follows: thiol-OX LBD (green circles), C384A LBD (red circles), FL-C384A (gray circles; no caffeine), and thiol-RED LBD (cyan circles). Data fit best to a double-exponential equation (solid black lines) with the first-order off-rate constants from each phase compiled in Table 1 ; data are from a representative replicate. D, same as in C, except H64Y/V68F apomyoglobin sw was used as the competitor and the A 411 or A 600 was monitored and normalized for comparison. Thiol-OX LBD (green circles; A 600 ), C384A LBD (red circles; A 600 ), and thiol-RED LBD in the presence (cyan circles; A 411 ) and absence (salmon circles; A 411 ) of 25 mM caffeine are shown. Off-rate data for HO2(1-248) (blue circles; A 600 ) and myoglobin eq (gray circles; A 600 ) using H64Y/V68F as a competitor is also depicted for comparison. All data were fit to a double-exponential equation (solid black lines) . Data are from a representative replicate. cess or our LBD preparations are heterogeneous with subpopulations having different K d values for heme. The former is implicit in the two-step binding mechanism offered by Equation 2 and in Fig. 4B . Equation 2 assumes that dissociation of the weak, nonspecific complex between heme and apolar regions of the protein (k Ϫ1 ) far exceeds the rate of k coordination and that k off is infinitesimally small (48, 53) . Under such conditions, dissociation of heme from Rev-erb␤ is rate-limited by k off , and k Ϫ1 is rapid (especially in the presence of a heme scavenger like apomyoglobin) and would presumably manifest as a single kinetic phase. The latter scenario might arise if the LBD is in equilibrium between multiple quaternary structures, e.g. monomer, dimer, etc. However, analytical gel filtration analysis of thiol-RED and C384A LBDs indicates the preparations are monomers in both apo-and holo-forms (Fig. 7) , except that apo-and holo-thiol-OX LBD contain populations of dimers and higher oligomers (Յ32% of the total based on peak integration). Biphasic heme off-rates have been observed with many heme proteins (51, 52, 54 -57) , including HO2(1-248) and apomyoglobin eq described herein (Table 1 and Fig. 6 ). Without sufficient evidence to describe the molecular basis of the two kinetic phases, we provide K d values for Fe 2ϩ/3ϩ -heme⅐LBD complexes using both off-rates and the second-order k on from the initial rapid binding step. The global dissociation constant for the two-step binding mechanism is shown in Equation 1 (58),
The expression simplifies to K d ϭ k off /(k coordination /(k Ϫ1 /k 1 )) or k off /k on when k off Ͻ Ͻ k coordination and is eliminated from the denominator.
Off-rates for Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐thiol-RED LBD are between 2.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 and 1.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 s Ϫ1 with the slow kinetic phase providing the majority of the total amplitude (Ͼ70%) both in the presence and absence of 25 mM caffeine (Fig. 6 , A, C, and D, for spectra and traces and Table 1 for rate constants). Depending on the competitor, k off-slow for the LBD is ϳ3-10 times faster than that for FLRev-erb␤ indicating the dimeric quaternary structure of the full-length protein or the presence of additional domains has a modest effect on stabilizing heme binding. Using those off-rates obtained with apomyoglobin eq and k on ϭ 3. . Quaternary structure determination of thiol-RED, thiol-OX, and C384A LBDs using size-exclusion chromatography. A, Superose 6 10/300 GL elution profiles of molecular mass standards (Bio-Rad gel filtration standards and bovine serum albumin (monomer and dimer), gray traces) versus as purified LBD samples (thiol-OX, black trace; thiol-RED, red trace; C384A, green trace). Inset, the plot of V e /V o versus the logarithm of the standards molecular masses. Caffeine in the protein samples elutes at ϳ24 ml as indicated. B, elution profiles of holoproteins. C, summary of the calculated molecular masses for LBD derivatives using the linear regression equation for the standards in A. Thiol-OX LBD is a mixture of monomers, dimers, and higher oligomers, and thiol-RED and C384A proteins are monomers. Heme has a negligible effect on quaternary structure under these conditions. Calculated molecular masses represent the average Ϯ S.D. of three FPLC runs except for holo-thiol-OX protein, which is the average Ϯ range of duplicate samples.
dizing conditions, thiol-disulfide interconversion is also a potentially relevant redox switch controlling Rev-erb␤ heme occupancy.
As a point of reference to compare those off-rates and K d values described for Rev-erb␤, we also determined k off of Fe 3ϩ -heme from myoglobin eq using H64Y/V68F apomyoglobin sw as a competitor due to its unique Tyr-Fe 3ϩ -heme charge transfer band at 600 nm (Table 1 and Fig. 6D ). Similar to Rev-erb␤, kinetic traces for Fe 3ϩ -heme dissociation from myoglobin eq were biphasic yielding k off-fast ϭ (2.5 Ϯ 0.2) ϫ 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 and k off-slow ϭ (4.5 Ϯ 0.7) ϫ 10 Ϫ6 s
Ϫ1
, with the latter phase contributing ϳ79% of the total amplitude. Using k on ϭ 4.4 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 (Fig. 5C) -heme in caffeine, at least partially accounting for the discrepancy (50) . The role of heme as a scaffold for oxygen binding and transport in globins requires that it bind with high affinity; a K d of 1 pM is well below estimated intracellular heme concentrations in the low nanomolar range (10), providing confidence that our kinetic measurements yield values that correlate with function.
Transient kinetic experiments with full-length Rev-erb␤: Determination of k off for Fe
3؉ -heme⅐C384A FLRev-erb␤ by apomyoglobin competition experiments
Previous biophysical and crystallographic analyses as well as the transient kinetics studies described herein using truncated Rev-erb␤ LBD constructs have demonstrated Cys-384 is a Fe 3ϩ -heme axial ligand that dissociates upon heme reduction (36, 38) . To ensure these properties are maintained in the context of the full-length protein, UV-visible spectra were acquired of wild-type and C384A FLRev-erb␤ (Fig. 8) . The spectra of wild-type Fe 2ϩ -heme, CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme, and NO-Fe 2ϩ -heme complexes are nearly identical to those of C384A in terms of wavelength maxima and extinction coefficients (Ͻ13% difference in ⑀ for the Soret), indicating that the absence of Cys-384 has a negligible influence on the electronic properties of ferrous heme and gas complexes. In contrast, the Soret band of the C384A⅐Fe 3ϩ -heme complex of FLRev-erb␤ is blue-shifted 6 nm in comparison with that of wild-type protein. We had previously observed a similar blue shift when comparing truncated C384A and wild-type LBD complexes with Fe 3ϩ -heme, and we confirmed by electron paramagnetic resonance experiments the loss of the heme axial thiolate in C384A (37) . Thus, the current data confirm those studies done with truncated LBDs showing that in the full-length protein Cys-384 is a ligand to Fe 3ϩ -heme that dissociates upon heme reduction and gas binding.
Although we were unable to generate sufficient amounts of FLRev-erb␤ for the stopped-flow studies required for measuring k on , we were able to determine k off , which is known to be the primary determinant of K d for hemoproteins, most of which exhibit similar k on values for CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme (50, 51) . Mixing excess apomyoglobin eq with the FL-C384A⅐Fe 3ϩ -heme complex leads to an increase in absorbance at 408 nm, indicative of heme competition and binding to globin (Fig. 6C) . The data fit best to a double-exponential equation yielding k off-fast ϭ (1.7 Ϯ 0.2) ϫ 10 Ϫ3 s Ϫ1 and k off-slow ϭ (2.161 Ϯ 0.003) ϫ 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 ; the latter is the predominant kinetic phase contributing 69% of the total absorbance change. Comparison of that value with the k off for the predominant kinetic phase of wild-type FLRev-erb␤ (see Table 1 ) (35), k off-slow ϭ (3.9 Ϯ 0.8) ϫ 10 Ϫ6 s Ϫ1 (82 Ϯ 3% of the total ⌬absorbance) indicates that loss of the axial thiolate leads to a 55-fold decrease in heme affinity, assuming a direct correlation between off-rate and K d . Thus, Cys-384 does in fact provide a strong axial ligand to Fe 3ϩ -heme, suggesting that any processes, e.g. redox or gas-binding, that cause Cys-384 dissociation significantly decreases the affinity of Rev-erb␤ for heme. -heme was mixed with 6 M thiol-reduced wild-type or C384A FLRev-erb␤ in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer under anaerobic conditions, and the spectrum was recorded at 20°C. B, 1 mM dithionite was added to prepare Fe 2ϩ -heme complexes (the reduction process is slow requiring 10 -15 min to achieve spectral stability subsequent to dithionite addition), and the cuvette headspace was purged with CO gas, and the sample was mixed to form the CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme adduct (C). D, NO-Fe 2ϩ -heme adduct was prepared by first adding 0.5 mM dithionite to the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐protein complex followed by 100 M proli-NONOate. The NO-Fe 2ϩ -heme complex formed rapidly with a stable spectrum achieved within minutes. The addition of 100 M proline (parent compound) had no effect on the spectrum of the Fe 2ϩ -heme⅐protein complex indicating the spectral changes were due to the formation of the NO adduct (data not shown). Spectra are plotted as ⑀ (mM Ϫ1 cm
Ϫ1
) based on the concentration of heme.
Fe
3؉ -heme competition assays with HO2(1-248) corroborate K d values determined by kinetic analyses
Although we are confident that the initial rapid binding phase in stopped-flow studies accurately represents k on for the heme⅐LBD complex, the biphasic kinetics of heme dissociation only allows us to provide a range for K d . Thus, we established an equilibrium-based competition assay in which we varied the concentration of a competitor protein, whose K d for heme is well established and is similar to that of the unknown against a constant concentration of heme and LBD. In this case, the distribution of heme bound to LBD or competitor depends on the relative K d values of both proteins. Mechanistically, this type of assay is akin to competitive enzyme inhibition where both the substrate and inhibitor compete for binding to the enzyme, except here the LBD and competitor protein compete for heme. A complicating factor is that heme binds with high affinity to both LBD and competitor, similar to "tight-binding inhibitors" that do not follow the typical scenario where substrate and inhibitor concentrations far exceed their K m value for the enzyme. The Morrison equation (42) was developed to account for such behavior and is used herein (see "Experimental procedures" for more detail).
We chose HO2(1-248) as the competitor protein because its Soret band at ϳ404 nm has a higher extinction and is blueshifted in comparison with those of thiol-RED, thiol-OX, and C384A LBDs. The K d value for the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐HO2(1-248) complex was previously determined to be ϳ0.2 nM in Tris-HCl buffer lacking caffeine (43) . However, for consistency we measured k on (discussed above) and k off for Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐HO2(1-248) in 0.5ϫ TNG buffer with 25 mM caffeine. The Fe 3ϩ -heme off-rate from HO2(1-248) is also biphasic with k off-fast ϭ (2.5 Ϯ 1.0) ϫ 10 Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 and k off-slow ϭ (4.5 Ϯ 0.5) ϫ 10 Ϫ3 s Ϫ1 (Table 1  and Fig. 6D ), leading to a K d range of 1.1-6.1 nM (using k on ϭ 4.1 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s
Ϫ1
, Fig. 5F ). The amplitudes of the fast and slow phases are relatively similar, 37 and 63%, respectively; thus, we used the median value of the range, 3.6 nM, as the K d for the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐HO2(1-248) complex. Although HO2(1-248) has a lower affinity for Fe 3ϩ -heme in caffeine, it still serves as a good competitor because its K d of 3.6 nM lies between those K d values for thiol-RED, thiol-OX, and C384A LBDs.
Increasing concentrations of apoHO2(1-248) result in a blue shift of the Soret band of thiol-RED, thiol-OX, and C384A LBDs to ϳ404 nm (Fig. 9, A-C) , indicative of forming the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐HO2(1-248) complex. The spectrum of Fe 3ϩ -hemebound HO2(1-248) (Fig. 9A, red trace) was used to normalize the data in terms of the ratio of HO2(1-248) occupancy versus the concentration of HO2(1-248) . In fitting the data to the Morrison equation (Equation 3 ) to determine the K d value of the Fe 3ϩ -heme⅐Rev-erb␤ complex, the K i value for Fe 3ϩ -heme and HO2(1-248) was held constant at 3.6 nM and the concentration of Fe 3ϩ -heme at 2.5 M for C384A or 2.76 M for thiol-RED/OX (to account for the residual heme in the preparation of wild-type LBD). Using this method, we find the K d of Fe 3ϩ -heme for thiol-RED LBD is 137 pM (Fig. 9D) , in excellent agreement with the value of Յ100 pM determined by transient kinetics. Strikingly, the concentration of HO2(1-248) required to compete for 50% of the Fe 3ϩ -heme bound to thiol-OX and C384A is much lower than wildtype, ϳ2 M versus 60 M, respectively (Fig. 9, D-F Table 1 ). These data demonstrate that the loss of Cys-384 as a heme axial ligand decreases affinity by Ͼ80-fold.
HRM C384 regulates Rev-erb␤'s capacity to bind NCoR1 and susceptibility to proteasomal degradation
Several studies have shown that heme binding to Rev-erb␣ and Rev-erb␤ facilitates their interaction with NCoR1 (5, 31, 34, 35) . Recently, we provided evidence that this process occurs through an indirect mechanism, i.e. heme is not required for the interaction of purified FLRev-erb␤ and NCoR1 but is necessary in the presence of cell extracts. Thus, an unidentified cellular component indirectly regulates Rev-erb␤-binding to NCoR1 in a heme-dependent manner (35) . Here, we show with EMSA that FLRev-erb␤ C384A binds MBP-NCoR1(1-540) (a purified fusion of MBP and the C-terminal 540 amino acids of NCoR1 encompassing all three nuclear receptor interaction domains) with the same capacity as wild-type protein, in a heme-independent manner (Fig. 10A) . On the contrary, co-immunoprecipitation of endogenous NCoR1 with recombinant FLRev-erb␤ C384A in HEK293 extracts is compromised (Fig. 10B) . Densitometric analyses indicate that the variant binds 74% less co-repressor compared with wild type. The H568F/C384A variant, which has a K d for heme in the micromolar range, is nearly devoid of NCoR1 binding. Thus, the affinity of Rev-erb␤ for heme is strongly modulated by the ligation state of His-568 and Cys-384, with thiol-RED (picomolar K d ) Ͼ C384A (nanomolar) Ͼ H568F/C384A (micromolar) and directly correlates with its capacity to bind NCoR1 (thiol-RED Ͼ C384A Ͼ H568F/C384A).
Although the heme dependence of NCoR1 binding is robust, we have also observed a more modest effect of heme on Reverb␤ stability where H568F variants are stabilized against proteasomal degradation (35) . Interestingly, we find that the steady-state levels of C384A and H568F/C384A are ϳ2-fold higher than wild-type protein in transiently transfected HEK293 cells (Fig. 11) . Thus, it appears that loss of the heme axial thiolate promotes stability, which we assume relates to reduced heme occupancy of the C384A variant. There also is precedent for Rev-erb␣ stabilization in heme-depleted cells, indicating that heme-binding plays a role in regulating cellular stability of both Rev-erb isoforms (59) .
Discussion
HRMs are emerging as regulators of key cellular processes. Although their involvement in maintaining homeostatic heme levels through proteins like heme oxygenase 2, ALAS-1, and BACH1 is well documented, more recent studies, including these herein, have implicated HRMs in the regulation of the cell cycle and DNA-damage repair via p53, and circadian rhythm maintenance/metabolism via Period 2 and Rev-erbs. From the perspective of evolution, the HRM⅐heme signaling axis provides a simple feedback mechanism for regulating heme/globin biosynthesis and degradation, but why did the cell select for and maintain HRMs for the regulation of circadian rhythms and metabolism? One thought is that heme is a form of energy "currency" that reflects the metabolic state of the cell. Heme biosynthesis is linked to the tricarboxylic acid cycle through the common intermediate succinyl-CoA, and heme is a critical component of the respiratory chain and metabolic enzymes. Because metabolism is tightly entrained to the diurnal cycle by the molecular clock, the HRM⅐heme circuit, specifically via Period 2 and Rev-erbs, seemingly provides a mechanism to couple these processes. In this paper, we explored the function of the Rev-erb␤ HRM and found that it not only provides a strong axial thiolate ligand to Fe 3ϩ -heme but also mediates the effects of Fe 3ϩ/2ϩ
-heme and thiol-disulfide redox regulation on Reverb␤ heme occupancy and ultimately on its interaction with NCoR1.
Kinetic complexity of interactions between heme and Rev-erb
One of the major goals of the work described in this study was to provide accurate rate constants for binding and dissociation of heme and K d values for the Fe 3ϩ/2ϩ -heme⅐Rev-erb␤ complex. This is important because heme occupancy regulates affinity for NCoR1 and proteolytic degradation (34, 35, 59 ). Furthermore, if Rev-erb␤ plays a role within the cell as a heme C and F) . In the case of thiol-RED and -OX proteins, the final concentration of heme in the assay is 2.76 M due to residual heme in the protein preparation. After reaching equilibrium, the UV-visible spectra were recorded (A-C) to measure the extent of heme competition between LBD and HO2 (1-248) ; blue traces, Rev-erb␤ spectra in the absence of HO2 (1-248) ; red traces, spectrum of fully heme-bound HO2(1-248) used for normalization acquired on the same day as the experimental spectra. Difference spectra were generated, and the absorbance maximum for the HO2(1-248)⅐heme complex (ϳ404 nm) was plotted as a function of [HO2(1-248)] (D-F). The data were normalized to the ratio of heme bound to HO2(1-248) based on the spectrum of 2.5-2.76 M heme⅐HO2(1-248) (fully bound), and the data were fit with Equation 3. Data represent the average Ϯ S.D. of three replicate experiments; thiol-RED data represent the average of two replicates Ϯ range. K d values are generated from the fit with the standard error reported.
sensor, it must have thermodynamic and kinetic properties that allow it to equilibrate quickly with changes in the regulatory heme pool. As summarized in Table 1 , there is a vast disparity in K d for the Rev-erb␤⅐heme complex depending on the technique employed. For instance, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements provided K d values ranging from 0.35 to 2.07 M (34, 60), whereas the UV-visible monitored heme titrations yielded values from 6 to 24 nM (35) . Because the concentration of Rev-erb␤ in the aforementioned ITC studies (ϳ50 M) far exceeded those in the equilibrium titrations (Ͻ 1 M), it has been suggested that aggregation of the LBD at high concentrations may lead to the disparity in K d (37, 60) . However, we did not observe higher order oligomers in the current gel filtration study with LBD concentrations of Ͼ200 M (Fig. 7) ; thus, it remains unclear why ITC measurements are not congruent with spectrophotometry. Ultimately, systems with sub-micromolar K d values require the use of specialized techniques like rapid kinetics to establish accurate heme-binding constants.
Traditionally, monomeric CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme has been used to determine second-order on-rates for heme binding to various hemoproteins (50, 51, 61) . The dicyano adduct of Fe 3ϩ -heme has also been used; however, the binding process is complicated in that CN Ϫ is a strong ligand to heme iron that must dissociate prior to protein axial ligation (50, 62) . Because Rev-erb␤ Cys-384 is dissociated in the CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme state, we required a system with more flexibility in which both monomeric Fe 3ϩ -or Fe 2ϩ -heme could be used. Caffeine is an ideal reagent in that it splits heme dimers, but it does so by forming relatively weak hydrophobic interactions with the porphyrin, and it appears to dissociate rapidly upon binding of the heme⅐caffeine complex to protein; it also has a negligible influence on Rev-erb␤ stability. Use of this system also allowed us to establish rate constants that were determined with the same redox form of heme, and in the same buffer system as opposed to studies that provide heme K d values using k on from stopped-flow experiments with CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme, and k off of Fe 3ϩ -heme using apoglobin competition (50, 51, 61 ).
An interesting observation from our stopped-flow studies is the presence of multiple kinetic phases during heme binding. All proteins analyzed yield an initial rapid binding phase with an observed rate constant that is dependent on [protein] and makes up Ͼ60% of the total ⌬absorbance, followed by one or Figure 10 . Heme binding to the Rev-erb␤ HRM axial thiolate indirectly facilitates its interaction with NCoR1. A, electrophoretic mobility shift assay demonstrates heme is not necessary for the interaction of recombinant wildtype and C384A FLRev-erb␤ with DNA and NCoR1 in a purified system. Lane 1, free probe; lane 2, wild-type FLRev-erb␤ binds the FAM-Bmal1 promoter fragment yielding three complexes with differing mobility; lanes 3 and 4, MBPNCoR1(1-540) binds to and supershifts the FLRev-erb␤⅐DNA complexes although the addition of heme has a negligible effect on mobility or band density. Lanes 5-7 are the same as 2-4 except with FLRev-erb␤ C384A demonstrating the same heme-independent DNA and co-repressor binding as for wild type. FAM-Bmal1-promoter is present at 1 M in all lanes, as is 25 g ml more first-order reactions. A similar observation was made with CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme binding to apomyoglobin where the slow first-order phase (k 2 ϳ9 s Ϫ1 ; 5-15% of the total amplitude change) is attributed to nonspecific interactions of heme with fully bound hologlobin (50) . We also observed first-order Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to apomyoglobin eq (20% of the total amplitude, Fig. 5, B and C) ; however, the rate constant (k obs2 ), ϳ0.4 s Ϫ1 , is much slower than observed with carboxy-heme, suggesting that heme redox state, carbonylation, or the presence of caffeine influences the binding mechanism. In any case, the initial rapid binding step reflects the mixed-order mechanism depicted in Fig. 4B and includes the interaction of heme (or the heme⅐caffeine complex) with Rev-erb␤, HO2(1-248), or apomyoglobin, whereas those slower first-order reactions can be attributed to either nonspecific heme binding or subtle changes in the conformation of axial ligands that manifest as a change in extinction of the Soret band.
The hyperbolic nature of k obs for the initial binding phase can be described by Equation 2 and the scheme illustrated in Fig. 4B for a two step-binding mechanism. However, it behooves us to discuss this mechanism in the context of the two widely accepted models of ligand binding, conformational selection and induced-fit (63) . The former occurs when a ligand preferentially binds to a specific protein conformation among multiple structures present in equilibrium. The induced fit model describes the scenario when the ligand binds indiscriminately to any protein conformation, but then causes the protein to adopt a structure that best accommodates the ligand. Although the two-step heme-binding mechanism is akin to the inducedfit model, the transient kinetic results collected with HO2(1-248) are more suggestive of a conformational selective scenario. Specifically, the decrease in k obs2 as a function of [HO2(1-248)] is diagnostic of conformational selection (63) . Furthermore, the near linear dependence of k obs1 on [HO2(1-248)] is not observed in Rev-erb␤ or apomyoglobin, suggesting some dichotomy in the mechanism of heme binding to these different proteins. Perhaps the function of the protein dictates the mechanism by which it binds heme, e.g. heme is a substrate for HO2, while acting as a gas-binding scaffold in myoglobin, and an apparent structural element in Rev-erb␤.
The ratio k Ϫ1 /k 1 (i.e. K d ) for the weak, nonspecific interaction of heme with the periphery of the protein ranges from ϳ20 to 500 M depending on the protein analyzed (supplemental Table S1 ). Considering that intracellular regulatory heme levels are estimated to be in the low nanomolar range (10), these values appear irrelevant in the context of the cell, unless the heme pool exists not as a disperse and evenly distributed population but as a gradient, with localized "pockets" of high heme concentrations. For the sake of this study, however, Equation 2 provides the framework for fitting data and estimating k on under second-order conditions (e.g. stoichiometric concentrations of heme and LBD), which are more likely to exist in the cell than pseudo first-order conditions as we employed in this work.
In the cell, regulatory heme is highly unlikely to exist in a "free" state but as a transient monomeric complex with free thiols (glutathione, cysteine, etc.) or amino acid side chains on the surface of proteins. Thus, we would argue the caffeine⅐heme complex is a more representative form of heme for binding studies than free Fe 3ϩ -heme, CO-Fe 2ϩ -heme, or dicyanoheme.
Implications of redox-dependent heme binding and the role of HRM Cys-384 in regulating Rev-erb␤ repressor activity
We have shown that redox processes that cause HRM Cys-384 dissociation from heme, specifically thiol-disulfide interconversion, and heme reduction are important regulators of Rev-erb␤ heme occupancy; moreover, Cys-384 is critical for facilitating the heme-dependent interaction of Rev-erb␤ with NCoR1. The question is whether these potential redox switches interface and respond to changes in cellular redox buffers. Significantly, several couples, including FAD/FADH 2 , NADP ϩ / NADPH, glutathione/glutathione disulfide, and ascorbic acid/ dehydroascorbic acid, show diurnal changes in the ratio of reduced to oxidized species (64) . Thus, it is tempting to speculate that, as circadian factors, Rev-erbs might sense changes in cellular redox state through HRM Cys-384, which ultimately regulates heme occupancy, NCoR1 interaction, and degradation. However, further studies are required to confirm that these redox rheostats are occurring in the cell.
Of great significance to this work is a recent study by Reddi and co-workers (10) -heme lies well below 2.5 nM, whereas those for thiol-OX or Fe 2ϩ -heme are above that concentration. Thus, heme reduction or conversion to the disulfide form of the protein would cause dissociation of heme and NCoR1 under the limiting heme concentrations in the nucleus. These data support the hypothesis we had posed in a recent study that Rev-erb␤ binds Fe 3ϩ -heme too tightly to be a direct heme sensor (35) but also expand on that idea in that Rev-erb␤ possesses qualities of a redox sensor, where heme binding is coupled to the redox-sensing function and acts to poise the receptor for NCoR1 binding or degradation.
Experimental procedures
Production and purification of Rev-erb␤ and NCoR1 derivatives DNA encoding Rev-erb␤ residues 370 -579 encompassing the LBD was amplified with PCR using pcDNA3.1(ϩ) FLRev-erb␤ (35) as a template, a forward primer (5Ј-TACTT-CCAATCCAATGCAAATAGTTACCTGTGCAACACT-GGAGGAAGA-3Ј) and a reverse primer (5Ј-TTATCCACTT-CCAATGTTAAGGGTGAACTTTAAAGGCCAAGAGCTC-CTC-3Ј), and PfuUltra HS II polymerase (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Ligation-independent cloning methods were used to insert the PCR fragment into pMCSG9 (65) resulting in pMBP-LBD(370 -579). The vector encodes a translational fusion between maltose-binding protein (MBP) and the Rev-erb␤ LBD with an internal tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage site for downstream removal of MBP. The C384A variant was generated as described previously (35) . Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cells transformed with pMBP-LBD(370 -579) (or site-directed variants) were grown with shaking at 37°C in Terrific Broth (TB) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 0.4% glycerol and 200 g ml Ϫ1 ampicillin. Once the cells reached an absorbance of 600 nm (A 600 ) of 3-4, the temperature was reduced to 15°C for 2 h prior to inducing protein production with 0.5 mM isopropyl ␤-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and continuing to grow the cells at 15°C for 16 h. Alternatively, when experiments required LBD preparations with little residual heme, cells harboring the expression plasmid were grown in M9 minimal medium containing 0.4% glucose and 133 g ml Ϫ1 ampicillin at 37°C with shaking until they reached an A 600 of 1.0. Expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG and the temperature reduced to 16°C, and the cells were grown for an additional 16 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, and the pellets (a typical purification was performed on 2 liters of TB culture or 12-18 liters of M9) suspended in TNG buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol) containing 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 6 mM benzamidine, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride, and 1ϫ protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Applied Science) on ice. The slurry was sonicated and centrifuged at 100,000 ϫ g to pellet insoluble material, and the soluble cell-free extract was applied to a 2.5 ϫ 17-cm amylose resin column (New England Biolabs) equilibrated in TNG with 1 mM DTT at 4°C. The column was washed with 3-4 volumes of the same buffer prior to eluting bound protein with 20 mM maltose. Pure MBP-LBD in the elution fraction was verified with denaturing SDS-PAGE, and the concentration of the fusion was determined with the Bradford assay (66). TEV protease was added at a (w/w) ratio of 0.5:20, and the proteolysis reaction was dialyzed against 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1 mM DTT for 16 h at 4°C. The dialysis bag was transferred to 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, with 0.2 M NaCl at ambient temperature for 4 h prior to applying the pool to a 2.5 ϫ 42-cm Bio-Gel HT hydroxyapatite column equilibrated in the same buffer, also at ambient temperature. Pure LBD slowly elutes from the column in ϳ10 volumes of equilibration buffer, whereas free MBP, undigested fusion, and TEV protease remain bound to the resin. The elution pool was concentrated, and buffer was exchanged into 0.5ϫ TNG buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 5% glycerol) containing 5 mM DTT with an Amicon ultrafiltration device (Millipore) equipped with a 10-kDa cutoff membrane at 4°C. The protein (ϳ50 mg ml Ϫ1 ) was aliquoted, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at Ϫ80°C until use. Typical yields were 60 -100 mg of LBD liter Ϫ1 of TB culture, and ϳ2 mg of LBD liter Ϫ1 of M9 culture. Wild-type LBD purified from cells grown in TB and M9 contains 8.7 and 1.1% residual heme, respectively, based on the pyridine hemochrome assay (67) and UV-visible spectra. Wild type, C384A, H568F/C384A FLRev-erb␤, and MBPNCoR1(1-540) were purified as described previously (35) , as was HO2(1-248) (43) .
Production and purification of myoglobin derivatives
Myoglobin eq was obtained from Sigma. For the preparation of myoglobin sw variant H64Y/V68F, E. coli BL21(DE3) was transformed with an expression vector encoding the aforementioned variant kindly provided by Dr. John Olson (Rice University). Cells were grown at 37°C with shaking in LB broth (Lennox formulation, Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 0.1 mM IPTG and 200 g ml Ϫ1 ampicillin to stationary phase (at least 16 h) prior to harvesting by centrifugation. Purification was performed as described with modifications (68). The cell pellet was suspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride, 40 units ml Ϫ1 DNase I (Roche Applied Science), 3 units ml Ϫ1 RNase A (Roche Applied Science), and 2 mg ml Ϫ1 lysozyme and stirred at 4°C for 15 min prior to sonication. Insoluble material was pelleted at 100,000 ϫ g for 1 h, and the soluble cell-free extract was collected. Ammonium sulfate crystals were added to 50% saturation and stirred on ice for 15 min before pelleting precipitated proteins at 17,000 ϫ g for 15 min. We collected the supernatant and added ammonium sulfate to 95% saturation, stirred, and pelleted precipitated proteins as before. Pellets were dissolved in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA and extensively dialyzed against the same buffer before loading onto a 2.5 ϫ 23-cm DEAE-Sepharose (Sigma) column equilibrated in the dialysate. The flow-through containing H64Y/V68F was collected, titrated to pH 6 with 50% acetic acid, and loaded onto a 2.5 ϫ 26-cm CM-Sepharose (Sigma) column equilibrated in 20 mM sodium phosphate pH 6. Protein was eluted with a linear gradient from equilibration buffer to 50 mM sodium phosphate dibasic (ϳpH 9.5); fractions containing pure H64Y/V68F were verified with SDS-PAGE. Apomyoglobin eq and apo-H64Y/ V68F were prepared using methyl ethyl ketone extraction as described (35) .
Preparation of thiol-reduced and oxidized LBD
In an anaerobic chamber, the as-purified LBD was mixed with Ն11-fold excess of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; a stock solution was prepared by dissolving TCEP in water and titrating to pH 8.0 with NaOH) to [protein] , incubated at ambient temperature for 1 h, and exchanged into the desired buffer using either PD-10 columns (GE Healthcare) or Microbiospin 6 columns (Bio-Rad); the C384A variant was also thiol-reduced prior to use. Thiol-oxidation was performed using either thiolreduced protein or as-purified LBD that had been buffer exchanged to eliminate reductant. Diamide (Sigma) was added at a 30-fold excess to [protein], incubated for 2 h at ambient temperature, and buffer exchanged as above. The extent of thiol reduction was confirmed using a modified 5,5Ј-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid), DTNB assay (69) . Briefly, 50 l of 5 mM DTNB in 0.1 M potassium phosphate, pH 7.2, was mixed with 950 l of 6 M guanidine-HCl in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 20 l of sample was added, mixed, and incubated at ambient temperature for 15 min prior to recording the UV-visible spectrum. The assay was standardized with DTT and N-acetylcysteine, both of which generated ⑀ ϭ 11,800 M Ϫ1 cm Ϫ1 at 420 nm. 20.4 M thiol-RED LBD yielded 41.9 M free thiols or 2.1 thiols per LBD protomer accounting for the two thiols, Cys-374 and Cys-384, in the LBD construct. The same concentration of thiol-OX protein yielded no absorbance at 420 nm indicating complete oxidation of Cys-374 and Cys-384 to a disulfide (37) . Thiol reduction of FLRev-erb␤ was carried out as described (35 (35) , respectively. PAGE, Western blotting, and EMSA were performed as described (35) .
Analytical gel filtration
Thiol-RED, thiol-OX, and C384A LBDs (apoproteins) were buffer exchanged into 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine and diluted to 5 mg ml
Ϫ1
. Alternatively, samples were reconstituted with heme at a ratio of 0.9:1 heme/protein in the same buffer. 0.1 ml was injected onto a 10/300 GL Superose 6 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 0.5ϫ TNG (caffeine was omitted from the running buffer to avoid saturation of the UV detector) and connected to an Akta Pure FPLC system housed in a Coy chamber maintained at 3-5% H 2 in N 2 . The samples were chromatographed at 0.5 ml min Ϫ1 , and the eluent monitored at 280 nm. The column was standardized using blue dextran to determine the void volume, Bio-Rad gel filtration standards (thyroglobulin, 670 kDa; ␥-globulin, 158 kDa; ovalbumin, 44 kDa; myoglobin, 17 kDa; and vitamin B12, 1.35 kDa), and bovine serum albumin (66-kDa monomer and 132-kDa dimer).
UV-visible stopped-flow spectrophotometry
A heme stock was prepared by dissolving hemin in 0.1 M NaOH and 10% DMSO (20 mg ml Ϫ1 ), filtering, and diluting to ϳ1 mM in 0.5ϫ TNG. The concentration of the dilution was confirmed in 0.1 M NaOH and ⑀ ϭ 58.44 mM Ϫ1 cm Ϫ1 at 385 nm (70) and further diluted to 5 M in anaerobic 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine. LBD preparations were thiol-reduced or oxidized as described above and buffer exchanged into 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine. For the experiment with Fe 2ϩ -heme, 5 mM dithionite was present in the heme and protein solutions; a 1 M dithionite stock was prepared in 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, under anaerobic conditions to avoid pH effects, thereby leading to a final concentration of 30 mM Tris-HCl in the assay buffer after dilution. Protein solutions of varying concentration were rapidly mixed with heme (final concentration 2.5 M in all experiments) using an Applied Photophysics stopped-flow spectrophotometer with the sample handling unit (drive syringes, mixing chamber, and optical cell) housed in a Vacuum Atmospheres anaerobic chamber held at Ͻ1 ppm O 2 . All measurements were carried out at 20°C using the 1-cm pathlength configuration. An initial measurement was carried out in photodiode array mode to observe overall spectral changes associated with heme binding to LBDs. However, most kinetic measurements (unless otherwise stated) used for analyses of rate constants were collected in single-wavelength mode to maximize the data acquired at early time points (e.g. Ͻ5 ms).
Apomyoglobin competition assays to determine Fe 2؉/3؉ -heme off-rates
Most off-rate experiments were performed as described previously (35) with minor modifications. Under anaerobic conditions in stoppered quartz cuvettes (0.8 -1 ml volumes), apomyoglobin eq or H64Y/V68F apomyoglobin sw (30 M) was mixed with the Rev-erb␤⅐heme complex (3 M Rev-erb␤, 1.5 M heme) at 20°C in 0.5ϫ TNG Ϯ 25 mM caffeine. The rate of heme transfer from Rev-erb␤ to globin was monitored with a Shimadzu UV-2600 or UV-2501PC double beam spectrophotometer equipped with a TCC temperature controller at the specified wavelength. HO2(1-248)⅐Fe 3ϩ -heme off-rates were determined as described but under aerobic conditions. The fast off-rate of 
HO2(1-248) competition assays
In 1 ml of 0.5ϫ TNG with 25 mM caffeine, varying concentrations of apoHO2(1-248) were mixed with the pre-formed complex of 3 M LBD (thiol-RED or -OX wild-type, and C384A) and 2.5 M Fe 3ϩ -heme. The assays were incubated at ambient temperature until equilibrium was achieved (calculated based on off-rates determined with apomyoglobin competition), and the UV-visible spectra were acquired. All assays were carried out in an anaerobic glove box, and the samples were sealed in stoppered quartz cuvettes to maintain O 2 -free conditions when spectra were acquired at the bench. Residual absorbance in the HO2(1-248) preparation (likely arising from remaining minor levels of heme or biliverdin due to the high concentrations of HO2(1-248) used in that study) was manually subtracted from the assay spectra acquired with thiol-RED LBD.
Data analysis
Stopped-flow traces were fit with exponential equations using Pro-data Viewer software provided by Applied Photophysics. The instrument dead time of 1.8 ms used in curve fitting was determined using the reduction of ferricyanide by ascorbate in 20 mM CHES, pH 9.0, and 200 mM NaCl at 20°C, 100 p.s.i. drive pressure (71, 72) . For thiol-OX and C384A LBDs, an additional kinetic phase corresponding to k obs2 was observed only at high concentrations of protein Ͼ100 M. For example, when analyzing the data for Fe 3ϩ -heme binding to C384A (see Fig. 3, G-I) , a double-exponential equation was sufficient to fit the data for C384A concentrations below 100 M; however, at Ͼ100 M, another phase emerged that neces-sitated the use of a triple-exponential equation. The fractional contribution of the amplitudes of the additional phase to the total amplitude change for acquired kinetic traces at [C384A] Ͼ100 M was averaged and that value was fixed when analyzing the traces using a triple exponential equation. There is little (Ͻ20%) effect on the rate constants for the initial rapid binding phase when comparing double and triple-exponential fits at low [ Author contributions-E. L. C. conducted most of the experiments, analyzed the data, and wrote the paper. Y. R. performed the cloning and initial purification of the LBD construct, early heme-binding studies, and the EMSA. S. W. R. wrote the paper and analyzed data with E. L. C. All authors reviewed and approved the manuscript prior to submission.
